
CrowdPlay® is Etcetera Edutainment’s 
proprietary motion-sensing gaming technology. 
With CrowdPlay, the audience becomes the joystick!

CrowdPlay System Requirements
» Mac OSX (10.4 Tiger or 10.5 Leopard) » 2.0 GHz Core 2 Duo  
» 2 GB RAM    » GeForce 9400M 256 MB graphics card 
» UVC compatible webcam, which comes standard in most Mac laptops. You can also use an   
   external webcam for increased flexibility, including Microsoft’s XBox Live Vision & QuickCam    
   Vision Pro by Logitech
» A Mac Remote, if you choose not to use a keyboard
» A compatible LCD screen or projector of your choice, if you aren’t using a computer monitor

CrowdPlay May 1, 2009!  
Bring the fun of crowd gaming to your business, trade show or fundraiser!

Let crowd gaming expand your advertising, recruiting and team 
building efforts! For $2495 you receive a thumb drive loaded with 
the CrowdPlay Box Set. All you need is a Mac and a webcam, and 
you are ready to engage an audience in almost any type of venue. 

The CrowdPlay Box Set
CrowdPlay games vary - they can be collaborative or 
competitive, and may use either horizontal or 
vertical motion control. The Box Set includes a 
sampling of CrowdPlay’s capabilities.
 

CrowdBuster
Work together to break bricks and score points!

Keepie Uppie
Compete in a soccer ball volley!

Paper Plane
Use vertical motion to navigate a paper plane through 
complex levels! 

Robot Rebellion
Steer a tank through an evil robot mob to save human survivors!  

Can you imagine your logo in CrowdPlay?
CrowdPlay can be customized - as simply as inserting your logo 
into game elements, or we can work with you to create a new 
game, specific to your venue and organization. 

CrowdPlay was developed by Etcetera Edutainment, using our Crucible® Game Engine. 
More information about this product can be found at www.CrowdPlayGaming.com


